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Abstract
Several engineering systems, such as aircraft structures, are composed of load-bearing thin plates that undergo vibrations
and employ wireless health, usage, and condition monitoring components, which can be made self-powered using vibrational energy harvesting technologies. Integrated piezoelectric patches can be implemented for enabling self-powered
sensors in the neighborhood of plate-based structures. In this work, coupled electroelastic modeling and experimental
validations of broadband energy harvesting from structurally integrated piezoelectric patches on a rectangular thin plate
are presented. A distributed-parameter electroelastic model for multiple patch–based energy harvesters attached on a
thin plate is developed. Closed-form structural and electrical response expressions are derived for multiple vibration
modes of a fully clamped thin plate for the series and parallel connection configurations of multiple patch–based energy
harvesters. Experimental and analytical case studies are then compared for validating the analytical models of structurally
integrated multiple patch–based energy harvesters. It is shown that analytical electroelastic frequency response functions
exhibit very good agreement with the experimental frequency response function measurements for the series and parallel connection cases. In addition to offering an effective interface for energy harvesting from two-dimensional thin structures, series and parallel multiple patch–based energy harvester configurations yield effective broadband energy
harvesting by combining the electrical outputs of harvester patches for multiple vibration modes.
Keywords
Vibrational energy harvesting, patch-based piezoelectric harvesters, electroelastic modeling, power output analysis, plate
structures

Introduction
Vibrational energy harvesting has been extensively
investigated over the past decade for powering wireless
electronic components, such as sensor networks, used in
a wide range of engineering applications (Beeby et al.,
2006; Cook-Chennault et al., 2008b; Roundy et al.,
2003). Several methods for vibration-to-electric energy
conversion have been researched ranging from basic
transduction principles (e.g. electromagnetic (Beeby
et al., 2007; Zhu et al., 2012) and electrostatic (Chiu
and Tseng, 2008; Lee et al., 2009)) to smart materials
(e.g. piezoelectric (Anton and Sodano, 2007; Wang and
Song, 2006), magnetostrictive (Wang and Yuan, 2008),
electroactive (Brufau-Penella et al., 2008), and more
recently combination of smart materials with metamaterial concepts (Carrara et al., 2013)). Among the implementations of these energy conversion methods in
energy harvesting, piezoelectric transduction is the most
popular one since piezoelectric materials have large
power density comparable with lithium-ion-based

storage systems and other regenerative energy technologies (Cook-Chennault et al., 2008a), and they can be
manufactured in different geometries and at different
scales (Anton and Sodano, 2007; Wang and Song,
2006).
Research in piezoelectric energy harvesting field has
been mostly focused on cantilevered beams with piezoelectric layers, that is, unimorph or bimorph configurations. Analytical (Erturk et al., 2008; Erturk and
Inman, 2008a; Erturk and Inman, 2009; Zhao and
Erturk, 2013), semi-analytical (Erturk, 2012), and
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finite-element (Elvin and Elvin, 2009; Yang and Tang,
2009) models governing the coupled electromechanical
behavior of cantilevered piezoelectric energy harvesters
have been developed and validated experimentally
(Erturk, 2012; Erturk et al., 2008; Erturk and Inman,
2009). Major modeling issues (Erturk and Inman,
2008b) and methods for performance enhancement
(Erturk et al., 2009a, 2009b; Huang and Lin, 2012)
have also been reported for cantilevered harvester
beams. For example, requirement of matching the resonance frequency with the ambient dominant frequency
is a bottleneck for achieving best performance (Huang
and Lin, 2012), and broadband energy harvesting is
limited due to the relatively large spacing between resonance frequencies of the first vibrational modes of cantilever beams (Erturk et al., 2009b). Hence, a significant
number of studies have focused on the performance
improvement of cantilevered beam harvesters and have
addressed various designs and configurations to
improve their energy harvesting characteristics (Erturk
et al., 2009a, 2009b; Ferrari et al., 2008; Friswell and
Adhikari, 2010; Huan et al., 2008; Lien and Shu, 2012;
Shahruz, 2006; Song et al., 2009). For instance, Lien
and Shu (2012) and Lin et al. (2013) investigated the
power output performance of multiple cantilevered
beam harvesters connected in series and parallel by
accounting for interface electronics (e.g. standard, parallel, and series synchronized switch harvesting circuits). Lin et al. (2013) demonstrated that the harvested
power output strongly depends on the connection configuration of harvester beams and architecture of interface electronics.
Multiple patch–based energy harvesters (MPBEHs)
structurally integrated to thin plates can be conveniently used as an alternative to cantilevered harvester
beams which have limited broadband energy harvesting
capabilities due to the large spacing between the vibration modes for a given frequency range. Furthermore,
in some cases, it might be necessary to use the patch
option due to space limitation or to avoid mass loading.
Direct attachment of patch-based piezoelectric harvesters to the plate-like structures can reduce the required
additional components while enabling more compact
energy harvesting mechanisms without modifying the
host plate. In addition to these benefits, electrical outputs generated by multiple patches from different vibration modes of thin plates can be combined into a single
electrical output, which leads to energy harvesting from
all vibration modes of interest.
Thin plate structures are commonly used in aerospace, marine, and automotive systems that can definitely benefit from energy harvesting. However, the
literature on piezoelectric patch-based energy harvesting on thin plates is rather limited. Analytical model of
a single piezoceramic patch–based harvester has been

presented for transverse vibrations of thin plates by
Aridogan et al. (2014) and for surface strain fluctuations of high impedance structures by Erturk (2011).
Electromechanical finite-element model applicable to
patch-based harvesters attached on thin plates was
developed by De Marqui et al. (2009), and topology
optimization studies for distribution of piezoelectric
materials on thin plates were performed by Rupp et al.
(2009) and Lee and Youn (2011).
Despite the fact that limited effort has been devoted
for piezoelectric patch-based energy harvesting on thin
plates, significant literature exists on piezoelectric shunt
damping of thin plates. Piezoelectric shunt damping
and energy harvesting are associated with dissipation
of mechanical energy. While the aim of piezoelectric
shunt damping is to attenuate the mechanical energy,
piezoelectric energy harvesting is focused on the extraction of usable electrical energy. The method of shunt
damping with piezoelectric materials was initially proposed more than 30 years ago by Forward (1979) for
vibration suppression. In the early 1990s, analytical
formulation of patch-based piezoelectric shunt damping of a thin plate was first presented by Koshigoe and
Murdock (1993). Saravanos (1999) presented an analytical model for piezoelectric shunt damping of simply
supported multi-layered piezoceramic composite plates.
In the subsequent years, several research groups studied
design of piezoelectric shunt damping for vibration and
noise suppression of thin plates (Behrens et al., 2003;
Casadei et al., 2010; Fein, 2008; Kim and Jung, 2006;
Kim and Kim, 2004; Manzoni et al., 2012; Moheimani
and Behrens, 2004; Niederberger et al., 2004; Richard
et al., 2011). However, the energy harvesting capabilities of piezoelectric patches on thin plates (Aridogan
et al., 2014; De Marqui et al., 2009; Rupp et al., 2009)
have been reported only recently based on analytical
(Aridogan et al., 2014) and finite-element (De Marqui
et al., 2009; Lee and Youn, 2011; Rupp et al., 2009)
modeling.
This article extends the single-patch analytical electroelastic model initially proposed in Aridogan et al.
(2014) to series and parallel connections of MPBEHs
attached on thin plates for broadband energy harvesting. Coupled electroelastic model of MPBEHs attached
on a thin plate is introduced in physical coordinates
and transformed into modal coordinates for a fully
clamped rectangular (CCCC) plate. Exact steady-state
coupled voltage and vibration response expressions are
derived for harmonic force excitation by taking into
account multiple vibration modes of the plate.
Experimental and analytical case studies are then
presented for validating the closed-form solutions.
Broadband nature of energy harvesting using
piezoelectric patches integrated to thin plates is also
discussed.
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The partial differential equation governing the
forced vibration of the thin plate with structurally integrated MPBEHs depicted in Figure 1 can be written as
(Aridogan et al., 2014)

v(t)

(a)

Figure 1. Multiple piezoelectric patch–based energy harvester
configurations on a thin plate: (a) series and (b) parallel
connections of MPBEHs.
MPBEHs: multiple patch–based energy harvesters.

Distributed-parameter electroelastic
modeling
Coupled mechanical equation of a thin plate with
MPBEHs
The series and parallel connections of MPBEHs
attached on a host plate are shown in Figure 1.
MPBEHs are in the form of transversely isotropic and
thin piezoceramic patches. The length and the width of
the host plate are a and b, respectively. The thickness
(hs ) of the plate is assumed to be uniform and much
smaller than the total length and width of the plate. In
 stand for the parathe following, the subscripts s and p
meters related to the host structure and MPBEHs,
respectively. The number of patch-based harvesters is
np , and each harvester patch covers a rectangular area
with two corners at (xk, 1 , yk, 1 ) and (xk, 2 , yk, 2 ) where
k = 1, 2, . . . , np . The thickness of the kth patch is (hp )k ,
and each patch is poled in thickness direction (z-axis).
The top and bottom faces of the patches are covered by
highly conductive and negligibly thin electrode layers.
In order to enable the series and parallel connection
configurations, surface of the plate is assumed to be
electrically insulated, and a load resistance Rl is connected to the resultant terminals of the series and parallel connection configurations of MPBEHs. The plate is
persistently excited by transverse point force f (t) at
(x0 , y0 ), hence the voltage output across the load resistance can be extracted continuously.

= f (t)d(x  x0 )d(y  y0 )

where w(x, y, t) is the transverse deflection of the reference surface (neutral surface) at position (x, y) and time
t. The voltage across the electrodes of the kth harvester
patch is vk (t) and the voltage across the resistive load is
v(t) as shown in Figure 1(a) and (b). The mass density
of the plate is denoted by rs , and the flexural rigidity of
the plate is Ds = Ys h3s =(12  12n2s ), where Ys and ns are
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, respectively.
Furthermore, d(x) and d(y) are the Dirac delta functions, while H(x) and H(y) are the Heaviside functions.
The viscous damping coefficient is c and the electromechanical coupling uk for the kth harvester patch is
uk = (hpc )k (e31 )k

ð2Þ

where (e31 )k is the effective piezoelectric constant for the
kth harvester patch in two-dimensional form as given in
Erturk and Inman (2011b) and (hpc )k is the reference distance (between the neutral surface and the center of the
patch thickness) for the kth harvester patch. It should be
noted that the piezoceramic patches’ inertial and stiffness
effects are neglected (by assuming the total amount of
piezoelectric material to be much smaller than the host
plate dimensions), while the piezoelectrically induced
moments are taken into account within equation (1) as a
result of the piezoelectric converse effect on the thin
plate. In the following, coupled electrical circuit equations are derived for series and parallel configurations.
Note that, hereafter, the superscripts s and p stand for
the series and parallel connections of MPBEHs.

Coupled electrical circuit equation for series
connection
The series configuration of MPBEHs to a load resistance Rl is represented by a simple electrical circuit in
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Figure 3. Electrical circuit for parallel connection of MPBEHs
to a resistive load (current sources depend on the voltage
output due to backward coupling).
MPBEHs: multiple patch–based energy harvesters.

Figure 2. Electrical circuit for series connection of MPBEHs to
a resistive load (current sources depend on the voltage output
due to backward coupling).
MPBEHs: multiple patch–based energy harvesters.

Figure 2. Each harvester patch is represented as a
dependent current source isk (t) in parallel with its internal capacitance (Cp )k .
The governing electrical circuit equation for each
harvester patch can be obtained as
(Cp )k

dvsk (t)
1
+ vs (t) = isk (t) k = 1, 2, . . . , np
dt
Rl

ð3Þ

where vsk (t) is the voltage across the electrodes of the
kth harvester patch and vs (t) is the voltage across the
resistive load. The number of governing circuit equations is equal to the number of harvester patches (np ).
The internal capacitance of the kth harvester patch
(Cp )k can be expressed as
(Cp )k = (eS33 )k

(lp )k (wp )k
(hp )k

ð4Þ

where the length, width, and thickness of the kth harvester patch are (lp ), (wp )k , and (hp )k , respectively, and
(eS33 )k is the permittivity of the kth patch at constant
strain. The current produced by the kth harvester patch
can be obtained as (Aridogan et al., 2014)
isk (t) =

 uk

yð
k, 2 xð
k, 2

 3

∂ w(x, y, t)
∂3 w(x, y, t)
+
dxdy ð5Þ
∂x2 ∂t
∂y2 ∂t

yk, 1 xk, 1

which clearly depends on the rate of change of strain
distribution on the plate’s surface covered by the harvester patch. The area integral of the time derivative of
strain distribution determines the collected charge output on the electrode layer of the harvester patch.
Therefore, depending on the location of the harvester
patches on the thin plate, charge cancellations may
occur. The reader is referred to Aridogan et al. (2014)
for detailed discussions regarding the relationship
between the strain distribution and the power output of
a single patch–based harvester attached on a thin plate.
It should be noted that the electrical outputs of multiple patches are combined in the cases of series and

parallel connections; consequently, enhancement or
cancellation of the electrical output can take place.
Therefore, the relative positioning of the harvester
patches and proper combination of their terminals are
also important.
The distributed-parameter electroelastic model of
MPBEHs combined in series configuration consists of
a mechanical equation (equation (1)) and np number of
electrical circuit equations (equation (3)). Once these
electromechanically coupled np + 1 number of equations are simultaneously solved for a given force input,
vibration response of the plate and voltage output of
each harvester patch can be calculated. Then, the voltage output across the resistor is calculated using
vs (t) =

np
X

vsk (t)

ð6Þ

k =1

Coupled electrical circuit equation for parallel
connection
The electrical circuit in Figure 3 illustrates the coupled
electrical dynamics of harvester patches combined in
parallel. The harvester patches are all connected in parallel to a resistor, and each harvester patch is again
modeled as a dependent current source with a parallel
internal capacitance. Note that in the parallel connection configuration, the voltage across the electrodes of
each harvester patch vpk (t) is equal to the voltage vp (t)
across the resistor.
The governing electrical equation for MPBEHs connected in parallel can be obtained as
np
np
X
dvp (t) X
vp (t)
(Cp )k +
=
ipk (t)
dt k = 1
Rl
k=1

ð7Þ

where the capacitance and the current output of the
kth harvester are (Cp )k and ipk (t), which are identical to
equations (4) and (5), respectively. Thus, one circuit
equation governs the electrical part of the electroelastic
model of MPBEHs connected in parallel. Therefore,
two differential equations (mechanical part in equation
(1) and electrical part in equation (7)) form the electroelastic model of parallel-connected harvester patches
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attached on a thin plate. For a given force input, voltage across the load resistance and shunted vibration
response of the plate can be calculated by solving these
two electromechanically coupled differential equations
simultaneously.

Electroelastic equations in modal
coordinates

ðb ða
rs hs fmn (x, y) frs (x, y) dx dy = dmr dns
0 0

Modal analysis of a thin plate

‘ X
‘
X

ws (x, y, t) =

fmn (x, y)hsmn (t)

ð8aÞ

fmn (x, y)hpmn (t)

ð8bÞ

n=1 m=1
‘ X
‘
X

wp (x, y, t) =

where fmn (x, y) is the mass-normalized eigenfunction of
the mnth vibration mode in x- and y-axes, and hsmn (t)
and hpmn (t) are the generalized modal mechanical coordinates for the series and parallel connections of harvester patches, respectively.
The fully clamped boundary conditions of a thin rectangular plate ensure zero deflections and zero slopes
along all four edges. For the series connection of harvester patches, boundary conditions of a CCCC plate
with a length of a and a width of b can be written as

y=0

and expectedly, the boundary conditions are the same
in parallel connection. The eigenfunctions satisfying the
boundary conditions of a CCCC plate can be derived
by using the separation of spatial variables (Xing and
Liu, 2009) as follows


∂2 fmn (x, y) ∂2 frs (x, y)
∂2 fmn (x, y) ∂2 frs (x, y)
+
2
∂x2
∂x2
∂x2
∂y2

+

∂2 fmn (x, y) ∂2 frs (x, y)
Þdxdy = v2mn dmr dns
∂y2
∂y2

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
k4mn
vmn =
Ds
rs hs

ð12bÞ

ð13Þ

where kmn is the frequency parameter of the undamped
plate, and the eigenvalues (lxmn , lymn , mxmn , mymn ) can be
calculated in the intervals of
h
pi
lxmn a 2 mp, mp + ,
2
h
pi
lymn b 2 np, np + ,
2

ws (0, y, t) = 0 ws (a, y, t) = 0 ws (x, 0, t) = 0 ws (x, b, t) = 0



∂ws (x, y, t)
∂ws (x, y, t)
∂ws (x, y, t)
=
0
=
0
=0



∂x
∂x
∂y
x=a

Ds

where dmr and dns are Kronecker delta functions; dmr
equals to unity when m = r and it is zero when m 6¼ r;
similarly, dns equals to unity only for n = s and zero for
n 6¼ s. The undamped natural frequency vmn for the
mnth vibration mode of the plate in short-circuit conditions (as Rl ! 0) is given by

n=1 m=1

x=0



ðb ða
0 0

The vibration response of a fully clamped thin plate can
be represented as

ð12aÞ


∂ws (x, y, t)
=0

∂y
y=b

m = 1, 2, . . .

ð14Þ

n = 1, 2, . . .

ð9Þ

by using a transcendental solver for the algebraic equations, which are presented in equations (15a) to (15e) as
follows (Xing and Liu, 2009)


lxmn x
x
fmn (x, y) = Ymn

 cos
s sin hmmn x
mxmn mn


ð10Þ
lymn y
y
y
y
y
y
3 cos lmn y  smn sin lmn y  cos hmmn y + y smn sin hmmn y
mmn
cos lxmn x

sxmn

sin lxmn x

hmxmn x +

1  cos hmxmn a cos lxmn a
(lxmn )2  (mxmn )2
=
sin hmxmn a sin lxmn a
2lxmn mxmn

where sxmn and symn are
sxmn =
symn =

cos lxmn a  cos hmxmn a
lx
x
sin lxmn a  mmn
x sin hmmn a
mn
y
cos lmn b  cos hmymn b
y
y
sin lymn b  mlmn
y sin hmmn b

ð11Þ

mn

and the modal amplitude constant Ymn can be calculated
by applying the following orthogonality conditions

1  cos hmymn b cos lymn b
(lymn )2  (mymn )2
=
y
sin hmmn b sin lymn b
2lymn mymn
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kmn = (lxmn )2 + (lymn )2
mymn =

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2k2mn  (lymn )2
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mxmn =

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2k2mn  (lxmn )2

ð15eÞ

These modal parameters (eigenvalues and eigenfunctions) are derived for the short-circuit condition
(Rl ! 0) of series and parallel connections of harvester
patches since the voltage term in the mechanical part of
the electroelastic model in equation (1) becomes zero
(vk ! 0) in short-circuit condition. Therefore, the electromechanical coupling between the harvester patches
and the plate vanishes in short-circuit conditions, and
standard modal analysis is valid. For finite load resistance values, the electromechanical coupling between
the harvester patches and the plate takes place due to
the induced moments created along the edges of the
harvester patch. In this case, modal mechanical
response of the plate depends on the voltage of each
harvester patch and differs in series and parallel configurations of harvester patches. In the following sections,
differential equations governing the modal mechanical
responses of the series and parallel connections are
obtained by transforming the coupled mechanical and
electrical equations of MPBEHs into modal
coordinates.

Modal transformation of coupled equations for series
connection
The mechanical equation of motion given by equation
(1) in the physical coordinates can be transformed into
modal coordinates by following the modal analysis process (Aridogan et al., 2014). This procedure includes
substituting equation (8a) into equation (1) and applying the orthogonality conditions given by equations
(12a) and (12b), yielding
d2 hsmn (t)
+ 2zmn vmn
dt2


np
X

dhsmn (t)
dt

+ v2mn hsmn (t)
ð16Þ

(~
umn )k vsk (t) = fmn (t)

k =1

where vmn is the undamped natural frequency (in shortcircuit condition) and zmn is the modal damping ratio
for the mnth vibration mode of the thin plate. Note that
the modal damping ratio can be obtained by using the
standard damping identification techniques (Erturk and
Inman, 2011a) based on experimental measurements.
The transverse force in modal coordinates fmn (t) is
fmn (t) = f (t)fmn (x0 , y0 )

(~
umn )k = uk



isk (t) =


∂2 fmn (x, y)
∂2 fmn (x, y)
+
dxdy ð18Þ
∂x2
∂y2

yð
k, 2 xð
k, 2 

‘ X
‘
X
∂2 fmn (x, y)
∂2 fmn (x, y)
 uk
+
∂x2
∂y2
n=1 m=1
yk, 1 xk, 1

dhsmn (t)
dxdy
dt

ð19Þ

and then equation (19) can be reduced to
isk (t) = 

‘ X
‘
X

(~umn )k

n=1 m=1

dhsmn (t)
dt

ð20Þ

by substituting electromechanical coupling term given
by equation (18) into equation (19). Then, using equations (20) and (3), the electrical part of the electroelastic
model can be obtained as
‘ X
‘
X

dhs (t)
dvs (t)
(~umn )k mn + (Cp )k k
dt
dt
n=1 m=1
np
1 X
+
vs (t) = 0
Rl k = 1 k

ð21Þ

where k = 1, 2, . . . , np

here, np number of equations in modal coordinates constitute the electrical part of the electroelastic model. As
a result, the distributed-parameter electroelastic model
of the harvester patches connected in series is expressed
in modal coordinates by np + 1 number of ordinary differential equations given by equations (16) and (21).

Modal transformation of coupled equations for
parallel connection
The electromechanically coupled equation of motion
can be obtained in modal coordinates as
d2 hpmn (t)
dhpmn (t)
+ v2mn hpmn (t)
+
2z
v
mn
mn
dt2
dt
np
X
 vp (t)
(~umn )k = fmn (t)

ð22Þ

k=1

For the electrical part of the electroelastic model,
equation (8b) can be substituted into equation (5) to
obtain

ð17Þ

and the electromechanical coupling term for the kth
harvester in modal coordinates is given by
yð
k, 2 xð
k, 2

To obtain the electrical circuit equation of the electroelastic model in modal coordinates, first, equation
(8a) is substituted into the current output expression in
equation (5) to give

ipk (t) =

yð
k, 2 xð
k, 2 

‘ X
‘
X
∂2 fmn (x, y)
∂2 fmn (x, y)
 uk
+
∂x2
∂y2
n=1 m=1
yk, 1 xk, 1

dhpmn (t)
dxdy
dt

Equation (23) is then simplified to

yk, 1 xk, 1
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ipk (t) = 

‘ X
‘
X

(~
umn )k

n=1 m=1

dhpmn (t)
dt

ð24Þ

by using the electromechanical coupling term (u~mn )k
given by equation (18). Then, substitution of equation
(24) into equation (7) gives the electrical part in modal
coordinates as
np X
‘ X
‘
X

(~umn )k

k=1 n=1 m=1

np
dhpmn (t)
dvp (t) X
vp (t)
+
(Cp )k +
=0
dt
dt k = 1
Rl

where hsmn and Vks are complex valued. The coupled
mechanical and electrical equations of the distributedparameter model for series configuration then yield the
following forms
(v2mn  v2 + j2zmn vmn v)hsmn
np
X

(~umn )k Vks = F0 fmn (x0 , y0 )
k=1

and

ð25Þ
jv

Consequently, the distributed-parameter electroelastic model for the parallel configuration of harvester
patches in modal coordinates consists of two differential equations as given by equations (22) and (25).

Steady-state response to harmonic force
excitation

The coupled electroelastic equations forming the
distributed-parameter model of series-connected harvester patches in modal coordinates are given by equations (16) and (21). If the transverse point force acting
on the surface of the plate is assumed to be harmonic of
the form f (t) = F0 ejvt (where F0 is the amplitude of the
force and v is the excitation frequency), the mechanical
and electrical responses are assumed to be harmonic
based on the linear system assumption as follows
hsmn (t) = hsmn ejvt ,
2

1 + jv(Cp )1 Rl
Rl
6

6
6
6
6
Q=6
6
6
6
6
4
2

vsk (t) = Vks ejvt

+

‘
‘
P
P
n=1 m=1

1
Rl

+

‘
‘
P
P

‘
‘
P
P

3

ð28Þ

1
+
Vs = 0
Rl k = 1 k

where k = 1, 2, . . . , np

Then, the complex amplitude hsmn can be extracted from
equation (27) as
F0 fmn (x0 , y0 ) + uTmn Vs
v2mn  v2 + j2zmn vmn v

Vs = F0 Q1 P

ð30Þ

where Q is a square matrix with the dimensions of
np 3 np and P is a column vector with the dimensions of np 3 1, which can be written as




1
Rl

‘
‘
P
P

+

n=1 m=1

...

.

...

1 + jv(Cp )np Rl
Rl

v2mn v2 + j2zmn vmn v

‘
‘
P
P

+

n=1 m=1

jv(~umn )1 fmn (x0 , y0 )
v2mn v2 + j2zmn vmn v 7

mn
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jv(~umn )1 (~umn )np

..
.
..
.

.

6  n=1 m=1
7
6
7
6
..
7
6
7
6
.
P=6
7
7
..
6
7
6
.
7
6
‘
‘
~
4 P
P
jv(umn )np fmn (x0 , y0 ) 5

v2 v2 + j2zmn vmn v
n=1 m=1

ð29Þ

here, the voltage amplitude vector Vs with the dimensions of np 3 1 includes the voltage amplitude of each
harvester patch as Vs = ½V1s V2s    Vnsp T , where superscript T stands for the transpose, and the electromechanical coupling vector umn with the dimensions of np 3 1
is umn = ½ (~umn )1 (~umn )2    (~umn )np T .
The voltage amplitude vector Vs can be solved using
the following matrix form

..

v2mn v2 + j2zmn vmn v

(~umn )k hsmn + jv(Cp )k Vks

n=1 m=1
np
X

..

jv(~umn )np (~umn )1

n=1 m=1

ð26Þ

2
jv½(~umn )1 
v2mn v2 + j2zmn vmn v

..
.
..
.

‘ X
‘
X

hsmn =

Multimode electroelastic frequency response
functions for series connection

ð27Þ

h

jv (~umn )np

i2

v2mn v2 + j2zmn vmn v

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
ð31Þ
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Therefore, the steady-state voltage output vs (t)
across the resistive load can be obtained as
vs (t) =

np
X

Vks ejvt = uT F0 Q1 Pejvt

ð32Þ

k=1

where u is a unit vector with the dimensions of np 3 1.
The steady-state vibration response can be written as
ws (x, y, t) =

‘ X
‘
X

(v2mn  v2 + j2zmn vmn v)Hpmn  V p

Fmn (x, y)

n=1 m=1
F0 fmn (x0 , y0 ) + uTmn F0 Q1 P jvt
e
v2mn  v2 + j2zmn vmn v

vs (t)
= uT Q1 P
F0 ejvt

‘ X
‘
X
ws (x, y, t)
=
fmn (x, y)
F0 ejvt
n=1 m=1

fmn (x0 , y0 ) + uTmn Q1 P
v2mn  v2 + j2zmn vmn v

(~
umn )k = F0 fmn (x0 , y0 )

ð37Þ

and
np X
‘ X
‘
X

jv(~
umn )k hpmn

k =1 n=1 m=1

ð35Þ

!
1
+
jv(Cp )k +
Vp = 0
R
l
k=1
np
X

ð38Þ

Then, the complex amplitude hpmn can be extracted
from equation (37) as
F0 fmn (x0 , y0 ) + V p

ð34Þ

Similarly, the displacement FRF at positions x and y
on the plate is
bs (x, y, v) =

np
X
k =1

ð33Þ

After formulating the steady-state responses, two
multi-mode frequency response functions (FRFs) can
be extracted between two outputs and one input: voltage output-to-force input ratio (i.e. voltage FRF
as (v)) and the displacement-to-force input ratio (i.e.
displacement FRF bs (x, y, v)). The voltage FRF is
given by
as (v) =

where Hpmn and V p are complex valued amplitudes.
Recall that in the parallel connection case, the voltage
output of each harvester patch is equal to the voltage
vp (t) across the resistor (see Figure 3). Using the harmonic forms of steady-state structural and electrical
responses in equation (36), the coupled mechanical and
electrical equations for parallel configuration can be
written as

hpmn

=

np
P

(~umn )k

k=1

v2mn  v2 + j2zmn vmn v

ð39Þ

and substituting equation (39) into equation (38) gives
the steady-state voltage vp (t) across the resistor as
vp (t) = V p ejvt
np P
‘
‘
P
P
jv(~umn )k F0 fmn (x0 , y0 )
2
2
k = 1 n = 1 m = 1 vmn  v + j2z mn vmn v
ejvt
=
np
P
jv(~umn )k
(~umn )k
np
np P
‘
‘
P
P
P
k =1
(Cp )k + R1l +
jv
2
2
k =1
k = 1 n = 1 m = 1 vmn  v + j2z mn vmn v



Multimode electroelastic FRFs for parallel connection

ð40Þ
Similar to the series connection case, when the
transverse point force acting on the surface of the
and the transverse deflection of the plate at any point
plate is assumed to be harmonic of the form
(x, y) and time t can be obtained by using equations
f (t) = F0 ejvt , the steady-state mechanical and electrical
(8b), (36), (39), and (40) as follows
responses are
‘ X
‘
X
fmn (x, y)
wp (x, y, t) =
2
v  v2 + j2zmn vmn v
n = 1 m = 1 mn
9
8
>
>
>
>


>
>
np P
np
‘
‘
>
>
~umn )k F0 fmn (x0 , y0 )
P
P
P
jv(
>
>
>
>
~
>
>
(
u
)
3
mn
k
=
<
2  v2 + j2z v v
v
k = 1 n = 1 m = 1 mn
mn mn
k=1
ejvt
F0 fmn (x0 , y0 ) 
np
P
>
>
>
>
>
jv(~umn )k
(~umn )k >
>
>
np
np P
‘
‘
>
>
P
P
P
>
>
k=1
>
>
1
;
:
jv
(Cp )k + Rl +
2
2
k=1
k = 1 n = 1 m = 1 vmn  v + j2zmn vmn v
ð41Þ
hpmn (t) = Hpmn ejvt ,

p

p jvt

v (t) = V e

ð36Þ

The closed-form expression for the voltage FRF
ap (v) is given by
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Table 1. Geometric, material, and electroelastic properties.

Figure 4. Experimental setup: (a) clamping frames, (b)
aluminum plate, (c) PBEH-1, (d) PBEH-2, (e) shaker with a force
transducer, (f) laser vibrometer, (g) data acquisition unit, and (h)
signal generator.

ap (v) =

vp (t)
=
F0 ejvt
np P
‘
‘
P
P


jv(~umn )k fmn (x0 , y0 )
2  v2 + j2z v v
v
k = 1 n = 1 m = 1 mn
mn mn
np
P
jv(~umn )k
(~
umn )k
n
n


p
p
‘
‘
P
P P P
k=1
jv
(Cp )k + R1l +
2
2
k=1
k = 1 n = 1 m = 1 vmn  v + j2z mn vmn v

ð42Þ

and the displacement FRF bp (x, y, v) is
bp (x, y, v) =
8
>
>
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
>
>
:

‘ X
‘
X
n=1 m=1



fmn (x, y)
v2mn  v2 + j2zmn vmn v

np P
‘
‘
P
P
k =1 n=1 m=1

fmn (x0 , y0 ) 
jv

np
P

(Cp )k +

k=1

1
Rl



jv(~
umn )k fmn (x0 , y0 )
v2mn v2 + j2zmn vmn v

+

np P
‘
‘
P
P
k =1 n=1 m=1

3

np
P

(~
umn )k

k =1
jv(~
umn )k

np

P
k =1

v2mn v2

(~umn )k

9
>
>
>
>
>
>
=
>
>
>
>
>
>
;

+ j2zmn vmn v

ð43Þ

Note that these multi-mode expressions can be used
for thin plates with different boundary conditions using
the respective modal parameters (natural frequencies
and mass-normalized mode shapes).

Experimental validations
Experimental setup
The experimental setup used for model validation and
experimental demonstrations is shown in Figure 4. A
rectangular aluminum sheet plate is used as a thin host
plate, and all four edges are clamped symmetrically to
the thick aluminum bars by tightening the screws along
each edge. The transversely isotropic piezoceramic
square patches (T105-A4E-602 manufactured by Piezo
Systems, Inc.) are employed as patch-based harvesters

Property

Aluminum

Piezoceramic
patch

Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)
Young’s modulus (GPa)
Mass density (kg m23)
Piezoelectric constant
d31 (pm V21)
Permittivity constant
eS33 (nF m21)

580
540
1.9
65.1
2575
–

72.4
72.4
0.267
66
7800
2190

–

10.38

by bonding on the aluminum plate. The geometric,
material, and electroelastic properties of the plate and
the patch-based harvesters are given in Table 1.
Two harvester patches (labeled as PBEH-1 and
PBEH-2) are attached on the front surface of the aluminum plate as shown in Figures 4 and 5(a). The patches
come from the manufacturer with highly conductive
electrode layers, and the attachment regions on the aluminum plate are electrically isolated with 3M Scotch
1601 Insulating Spray. The center of the PBEH-1 is
located at 0.175 and 0.272 m away from the bottom left
corner of the plate, whereas the center of the PBEH-2 is
at 0.287 and 0.165 m away from the bottom left corner
as can be seen in Figure 5(a). For the series connection
of the two harvester patches displayed in Figure 5(b),
the top electrode of PBEH-1 is connected to one end of
the resistor, and the other end of the resistor is connected to the bottom electrode of PBEH-2, while the
bottom electrode of PBEH-1 and the top electrode of
PBEH-2 are connected together. In the case of the parallel connection, the top electrodes of PBEH-1 and
PBEH-2 are directly connected to the one end of the
resistor, and the bottom electrodes are connected to the
other end of the resistor as displayed in Figure 5(c).
The aluminum plate is excited by a linear sine-sweep
signal over the bandwidth of 1-260 Hz through a modal
shaker during the experimental FRF measurements.
The shaker’s rod is attached to 0.105 and 0.1 m away
from the right bottom of the plate as shown in Figure
5(a). The dynamic point force acting on the plate is
measured by a force transducer (PCB 208C01) mounted
between the shaker’s rod and the plate surface. The
transverse velocity of the plate is measured by the laser
Doppler vibrometer (LDV; Polytec PDV 100), and
its target location is provided in Figure 5(a). A data
acquisition system is used to record and analyze the signals coming from the force transducer, the LDV, and
the voltage across the resistor. The experimental FRFs
as the ratio of the velocity response-to-force input
(velocity FRF) and the voltage across the resistive
load-to-force input (voltage FRF) are obtained.
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(a)

(b)
Clamping Frames

_
+ Rl

Force

Aluminum Plate
PBEH-1 PBEH-2
540 mm

PBEH-1

180 mm

(c)

PBEH-2
Location of
Shaker

LDV
Target
176 mm

Clamping
Frames

100 mm

_
+ Rl

Force

105 mm

PBEH-1 PBEH-2

Clamping
Frames

580 mm

Figure 5. (a) Velocity measurement point (target of the LDV) and the excitation point (by the shaker); (b) series and (c) parallel
connection configurations of the harvester patches.
LDV: laser Doppler vibrometer.

Figure 6. Normalized strain mode shapes: (a) first mode, (b) second mode, (c) third mode, (d) fourth mode, (e) fifth mode, (f)
sixth mode, (g) seventh mode, and (h) eighth mode.

Strain distribution analysis
Current output of each harvester patch depends on the
dynamic strain induced in the harvester patch as given
by equation (5). In order to investigate the placement of
harvester patches on the basis of vibration-mode dependent strain distribution (i.e. strain mode shape), the first
eight undamped natural frequencies and displacement
mode shapes of the aluminum plate are first calculated
according to the properties given in Table 1. Then, the
strain mode shapes are obtained by evaluating the second derivative (curvature) of the displacement mode

shapes to form the Laplacian r2 u (Aridogan et al.,
2014). Figure 6 displays the normalized strain mode
shapes along with undamped natural frequencies for
the first eight modes of the uniform plate (for simplicity, by excluding the effects of piezoelectric patches
since they are small). The gray shaded areas illustrate
the regions covered by harvester patches PBEH-1 and
PBEH-2.
As can be seen in Figure 6(a), PBEH-1 and PBEH-2
are located at moderate strain regions in the same phase
for the first vibration mode of the plate. Besides, in the
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Figure 7. Comparison of the analytical voltage FRFs of harvester patches PBEH-1 and PBEH-2 in open-circuit conditions.
FRF: frequency response function.

second vibration of the plate as displayed in Figure
6(b), PBEH-1 is located over the high strain region,
while PBEH-2 is located on the neighborhood of a
strain node. Therefore, at the excitation frequency close
to the second mode, one can expect more current output (therefore more power output) from PBEH-1 as
compared to PBEH-2. For the case of the third vibration mode shown in Figure 6(c), PBEH-1 is located over
the neighborhood of the strain node region, whereas
PBEH-2 is at the center of the high strain region of the
third vibration mode as opposed to the second mode.
Hence, PBEH-2 can generate more current output at
the excitation frequency close to the third vibration
mode. The current outputs of PBEH-1 and PBEH-2
can be combined properly for excitation frequencies
covering second and third vibration modes, yielding a
single output and broadband performance. For higher
vibration modes, depending on the number of the
vibration mode, PBEH-1 and PBEH-2 are located in
the high and low strain regions of the same or opposite
phases. Note that at excitation frequencies around
the fifth and the sixth vibration modes, the combination
of current outputs can lead to cancellations due to
out-of-phase behavior.

Analytical and experimental open-circuit FRFs
Before discussing the series and parallel connections of
harvester patches, the analytical voltage FRF of each
harvester patch close to open-circuit condition (for a
resistive load of 1 MO) is simulated for the configuration illustrated in Figure 5(a) with the parameters provided in Table 1. Figure 7 presents the voltage FRFs
with solid and dashed lines corresponding to PBEH-1
and PBEH-2, respectively. For excitation frequencies
around the first vibration mode of the plate, the generated voltage amplitude of each harvester is similar
because of comparable strain levels at the regions covered by the harvester patches for this mode in Figure
6(a). Additionally, as expected from strain distribution

analysis, PBEH-1 generates significant amount of voltage output at excitation frequencies around the second
vibration mode (103.9 Hz) and does not generate voltage at excitation frequencies near the third vibration
mode (113.5 Hz). Likewise, the voltage output of
PBEH-2 is not observed at the second mode, but significantly larger amount of voltage output is generated at
excitation frequencies around the third vibration mode
by PBEH-2. Similar trends in voltage outputs of
PBEH-1 and PBEH-2 can also be observed in the
seventh and eighth vibration modes in the voltage
FRFs, which are also in agreement with strain distribution analysis provided in Figure 6(g) and (h).
Having discussed the independent open-circuit voltage FRF of each harvester patch, analytical simulations and experimental measurements are carried out
for the series connection (Figure 5(b)) of PBEH-1 and
PBEH-2. Figure 8 presents the experimental and analytical voltage FRFs close to open-circuit conditions (for
a resistive load of 1 MO). The analytical prediction for
the voltage FRF is in very good agreement with experimental data for the first eight vibration modes of the
plate. For the analytical predictions, the electroelastic
model explained in the previous sections is used along
with modal damping ratio values extracted from the
experimental data points.
By examining Figures 7 and 8 together, it can be
observed that the series connection of PBEH-1 and
PBEH-2 enables the combination of the voltage outputs at the second, third, seventh, and eighth vibration
modes into a single voltage output, enabling energy
harvesting from all vibration modes of interest. It is
also worth mentioning that PBEH-1 and PBEH-2 are
both located on the neighborhood of nodal strain
region of the fourth vibration mode (see Figure 6(d)),
and therefore, the voltage output at the fourth vibration mode is significantly smaller than that at other
resonance frequencies.
During the experimental voltage FRF measurements, the vibration of the plate is also monitored at
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Figure 8. Comparison of the experimental and analytical voltage FRFs for series connection of harvesters in open-circuit
conditions.
FRF: frequency response function.

Figure 9. Comparison of the experimental and analytical velocity FRFs for series connection of harvesters in open-circuit
conditions.
FRF: frequency response function.

the target point with LDV as shown in Figures 4
and 5(a). Experimental velocity FRF is obtained from
the outputs of LDV and force transducer, while the
analytical velocity FRF is simulated for the same
target point using the coupled electroelastic model.
Figure 9 displays the experimental and analytical
velocity FRFs in open-circuit conditions, and it can be
seen that analytical model predicts the vibration
response of the plate very well for the first eight modes
of the plate.
For the case of parallel connection of harvester
patches, PBEH-1 and PBEH-2 are configured as displayed in Figure 5(c). The experimentally measured and
analytically predicted voltage and velocity FRFs are
shown in Figures 10 and 11, respectively. The experimental voltage and velocity FRFs are very well predicted by the analytical model. Similar to the results of
series connection, using two parallel-connected patches
located at different positions on the host plate yielded
combined energy harvesting from multiple vibration
modes of the thin plate.

Analytical and experimental resonant voltage and
power output diagrams
To investigate the variation of electrical outputs with
different load resistance values, experimental measurements and analytical simulations of voltage FRFs are
carried out for a set of resistive loads listed in Table 2.
The 18 resistive loads used in the test range from
0.012 kO (near short-circuit condition) to 991 kO (near
open-circuit condition). Having obtained the voltage
FRFs analytically and experimentally, the peak voltage
outputs at the open-circuit resonance frequencies of the
first eight vibration modes are picked from the experimental and analytical data points corresponding to the
each load resistance value. Figure 12 presents the variation of peak voltage output with load resistance for the
first eight vibration modes of the aluminum plate. The
peak voltage amplitudes monotonically increase up to
a certain level near open-circuit conditions and then
become saturated as a common trend for all vibration
modes of interest. Expectedly, the voltage output of
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Figure 10. Comparison of the experimental and analytical voltage FRFs for parallel connection of harvesters in open-circuit
conditions.
FRF: frequency response function.

Figure 11. Comparison of the experimental and analytical velocity FRFs for parallel connection of harvesters in open-circuit
conditions.
FRF: frequency response function.

Table 2. Set of load resistance (Rl ) values used in the experiments.
Resistance order

Resistance value (kO)

Resistance order

Resistance value (kO)

Resistance order

Resistance value (kO)

1
2
3
4
5
6

0.012
0.057
0.219
0.464
1.18
2.68

7
8
9
10
11
12

3.83
5.56
9.75
14.7
21.7
32.5

13
14
15
16
17
18

48.1
100
330
472
695
991

series connection is larger than that of the parallel connection near open-circuit condition, whereas close to
short-circuit condition, the voltage amplitudes of parallel connection case are larger than those of series connection counterpart. Overall, the analytical results
exhibit very good agreement with the experimental data
for both the series and parallel connections of harvester
patches.
The experimental and analytical power FRFs are
then calculated for each resistive load by using the

voltage FRFs. Similar to the previous discussion on
peak voltage amplitudes, the peak power outputs are
extracted at the open-circuit resonance frequencies of
the first eight vibration modes of the plate. Variations
of peak power amplitudes for excitations at the first
eight vibration modes are plotted versus load resistance
values in Figure 13. The power curves have similar
trends for each vibration mode, exhibiting an optimum
resistive load for the maximum peak power output. It
can be observed that the optimal load resistance value
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Figure 12. Variations of resonant voltage amplitudes of series and parallel connections of harvesters with load resistance for
excitations at the open-circuit resonance frequencies: (a) first mode, (b) second mode, (c) third mode, (d) fourth mode, (e) fifth
mode, (f) sixth mode, (g) seventh mode, and (h) eighth mode.

of parallel connection configuration is smaller than that
of series connection case. Note that strain mode shape–
related cancellations may differ in the output values for
the series and parallel connection cases. The modal
power output trends are in agreement with the modal
strain distributions given in Figure 6. The analytical
predictions agree well with the experimental data in
Figure 13 for a wide range of resistive loads and vibration modes.

Conclusion
This article presents electroelastic modeling, experimental validation, and performance investigation of
MPBEHs integrated to thin plates. Thin plate-like
structures with patch-based piezoelectric harvesters

offer many advantages over standard cantilevered
energy harvesters due to their closely spaced vibration
modes and common applications in engineering systems ranging from aerospace to marine structures.
Furthermore, the use of standard cantilevered energy
harvesters may not be convenient for such thin plate–
based structures due to space limitations and mass
loading effects. However, integrated piezoelectric
patches can easily be implemented for enabling selfpowered sensors in the neighborhood of plate structures with different boundary conditions. In this work,
electroelastic models of series and parallel connections
of MPBEHs attached on thin plates are presented
along with experimental investigations. The electroelastic model of harvester patches together with the host
plate is derived in physical coordinates based on a
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Figure 13. Variations of resonant power amplitudes of series and parallel connections of harvesters with load resistance for
excitations at the open-circuit resonance frequencies: (a) first mode, (b) second mode, (c) third mode, (d) fourth mode, (e) fifth
mode, (f) sixth mode, (g) seventh mode, and (h) eighth mode.

distributed-parameter modeling approach. By transforming the coupled electroelastic equations from physical coordinates to modal coordinates for a fully
clamped thin plate, analytical solutions are obtained.
Steady-state coupled structural and electrical response
expressions are formulated for the transversely applied
point force excitations in the cases of series and parallel
connections of harvester patches in the presence of a
resistive load. Electroelastic FRFs relating the voltage
output and vibration response to force input are
derived for multiple vibration modes of thin plates for
the series and parallel connection cases. Model validation experiments are presented with an experimental
case study, and it is shown that the analytical predictions and experimental measurements of voltage and
velocity FRFs are in very good agreement for multiple
vibration modes of the thin plate. Using the

experimental measurements and analytical simulations,
the harvested power and voltage output across the
resistive load are explored for the first eight vibration
modes. The experimental and analytical results presented in this article show that using MPBEHs can lead
to effective broadband energy harvesting on thin plates,
and the electroelastic models developed herein can be
used for design and performance optimization.
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